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Answer: B

QUESTION: 45
A PureFlex prospect is ready to order an enterprise foundation from an IBM
business partner. The prospect has a long standing positive relationship with
storage purchases from a second business partner. The prospect desires to order
the PureFlex from the first business partner and included storage from the second
business partner. Which of the following must be discussed with this prospect?

A. Separate orders are possible, but the orders would become a Flex System
solution
B. The two business partners must share credit and one of them must order all
components
C. The PureFlex transaction may be ordered as requested, but will result in
duplicate contracts
D. The PureFlex transaction may be ordered as requested, as long as the
components ship from separate locations

Answer: A

QUESTION: 46
A customer is looking at a Flex System solution that would have four x440
compute nodes. The customer is tight on rack space and would like the storage
within the chassis. The customer requires a total of 24 ?900GB drives and 48
?1TB drives. What storage solution will use the least amount of rack space?

A. IBM Storwize V7000 with two expansion units
B. Flex System V7000 Storage System and two external expansion units
C. Flex System V7000 Storage System and two internal expansion units
D. Flex System V7000 Storage System and one internal expansion unit and one
external expansion unit

Answer: B

QUESTION: 47
A customer is looking at a Flex System solution that would have two four socket
Intel nodes. The customer is tight on rack space and would like the storage
within the chassis. Which of the following is the maximum number of Flex
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System V7000 disk drives that can be installed within the Flex System Enterprise
chassis for this configuration?

A. 12
B. 24
C. 36
D. 48

Answer: D

QUESTION: 48
A System x customer is considering a PureFlex solution. The configuration
includes two x240 compute nodes, FSM, and one p460 compute node. They ask
how many V7000 storage nodes can be added to this chassis. Which of the
following is the number of Flex Systems V7000 Storage Nodes that can be added
to this single chassis?

A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
D. 4

Answer: B

QUESTION: 49
A customer wants to predict the approximate energy consumption for a proposed
PureFlex configuration. Which of the following tools meets this need?

A. Energy Estimator
B. Power Configurator
C. Active Energy Manager
D. Power and Cooling Calculator

Answer: B

QUESTION: 50
Which of the following options describes three infrastructure components of the
basic PureFlex Express?
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A. Servers, storage and networking
B. Hypervisor, storage and redundant switches
C. Virtualization, management and high availability
D. Operating system, hypervisor and Rational Developer for POWER Tools

Answer: A
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